
Remarks by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director of the Institute for 
kdvanced 5tudy, at the pr.P.senta.t.ion of the first Alb'3rt Einstein Award, 
at Princeton, March 14, 1951, to Professor Julian bchwinger of Harvard 
University. 

It will hardly be necessary to remind physicists of the debt that 
we owe to Julian 5chwinger, and of the record of high achievement which 
makes it appropriate thct he be one of the first recipients of the 
Einstein Award. Even in the field of atomic physics, and in the history 
of the last decade, where the close, informal collaboration between 
scientists has often made it hard to discern an individual contribution, 
we can clearly see the brilht beacons lighted by Schwinger's hand. 

He was the first to have insight into the deeper reasons why atomic 
nuclei are not little round spher~s, but ger-erally hav0 an asymetric shape. 
He was the first to point out what valuable informatica about nuclear 
interactions could be obta:i.ned f~om exoer.:..ments in which more than one 
nucleus affect~d th~ scaTtering of neutr~ns. He developed new and 
immensely powerful n:.atho~s for the t:.o<:!atmE>nt of electro-magnetic waves, 
which have form£·d the basis for much of the prac iacal work with micro waves, 
of such great civil and military &ig:lificance . He has developed powerful, 
new mathematical tools for t~e analysis of collisions, on which we depend 
so heavily for our ~1derstanding of the relations between elementary 
particles. But perhaps his gt·ee.test work, as well as the most recent, has 
been to give us a new under.3t.anding of t.hat old and deep problem of the 
interaction of libht and matter~ t o Slieep a·way the confusions and 
inhibitions of more than two d~cades of phy~ics, and to g~ve us new and 
correct insight into the properties of electrons and of light themselves. 

This is not the place to spell out the history of quantum electro
dynamics, a history no easier to write beca~se of the follies that have so 
long obscured it. In hls recent work in t his field, Schwinger has shown 
in the highest measure three qualities character:J.stic of him and 
characteristic of our science at its best. The first is a steadfast 
preoccupation with the consequen~es of a logical 1 theoretical structure 
with regard to experimentally ac~essible predictions, of which perhaps the 
most brilliant example is the prediction of small anomalies in the magnetic 
properti~s of the electron itself. ~he second characteristic is a 
preoccupation with the logiccl meaning of physical theorJ, with the 
definition in terms of physical experience of the concepts with which the 
theory deals. We have learned how revolu: ionary the conseouences of these 
preoccupations can be from the great work of Einstein himself. But in the 
reformulation of wuantum electrodynamics, that we owe so largely to 
Schwinger, these conceptu9.l clarifications have played an integral and 
decisive part. The third quality of Schwinger's work, which we also rightly 
honor by an Einstein Award, is his extr3.or~1inAcy feeling for mathematical 
form, and his ability to use mathematical beauty as a tool in finding the 
real meaning of a theory. As a result, we have today, for the first time, 
an at least preliminary understanding of the implications resulting from the 
combined assumptions of the theory of rel~tivity and of the quantum theory, 
and of the existence of charged particles in nature. 

It is common, in praising the work of a scientist, to point to the good 
effects his guidance and example have had on the young people with whom he 
has worked. \fuat Sctwinger has done for physicists is to remind us again that 
mathematical phy&ics can be beautiful, and t hat its ?Ower can be enhanced, 
and its truth deepened, by a man who is respectful of that beauty. 
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From: Rcom 56o0 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York 

Telephone: Circle 7-3700, Ext. 89 

FOR RELEASE IN HORNING PAPERS, HONDAY, MARCH 12, 1951 

The first Albert Einstein Award for achievement in the natural 

sciences has been won by Professor Julian Schwinger of Harvard 

University, a mathematical physicist, and Professor Kurt Godel, 

member of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey, a 

mathematical logician. 

The award& were made by a committee and announced today by 

Lewis L. Strauss, President of the Board of TruEtees of the Institute 

for Advanced Study. Mr. Strauss established the award in memory of 

his parents, the late Lewis and Rosa Strauss, of Richmond, Virginia, 

who were interested in advancing the natural sciences. 

Formal presentation of the award will t ake place at Princeton 

on Wednesday, March 14, on the occasion of Dr. Einstein's seventy-second 

birthday. Dr. Einstein and other noted scientists will be present. 

The winners will divide the $15,000 prize and will receive a 

medal which has been designed by Gilroy Roberts, Philadelphia, sculptor 

and engraver, who has done much medallic work for the United States mint. 

The award committee consisted of Dr. Einstein, Dr. Robert 

Oppenheimer, director of the Institute for Advanced Study; 

Dr. John von Neumann and Dr. Hermann Weyl, both of the Institute for 

Advanced Study. 

The committee said it has been "persuaded of the superlative 

qualifications" of Professor Schwinger e.nd Professor Godel and, under 
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the circumstances, concluded the first Albert Einstein Award should 

be made to both candidates. 

Professor bchwinger has done outstanding work in the field 

of atomic physics. 

His most recent, end rated by many as his greatest, work has 

given science new understanding of the problem of interaction of light 

and matter and the properties of electrons and light. His 

calculations on the influence of self-energy on the hydrogen fine

structure and on the magnetic moment of the electron generally are 

regarded as a major advance in the understanding of quantum electro

dynamics. 

He developed new methods for the treatment of electro-magnetic waves. 

This formed the basis for much of the practical work with micro waves 

and had great ci,~l and military significance. He originated new 

mathematicel tools for the analysis of collisions, on which scientists 

depend heavily for understanding relations between elementary particles. 

During World War II, at the radiation laboratory of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr. Schwinger developeu new 

methods for the treatment of electro-magnetic waves . These methods 

furnished the basis for the investigations by a substantial part of 

the laboratory's theoretical group. 

Early in his career he contributed many important suggestions 

about the structure of atomic nuclei &nd about many decisive 

experimental studies of nuclear interaction. 

Dr. Godel 1 s work in mathematical lotic is regarded as one of the 
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greatest contributions to the sciences in recent times. He was able 

to prove the existence in a properly codified mathematical system 

of propositions inherently 11undecidable. 11 

Following a broad study of the logic of provable and disprovable 

propositions, he made further notable contributions to science by 

proving that two of the axioms generally used by mathematicians, 

although frequently doubted, namely the 11axiom of choice" and the 

"cantor continuum hypothesis11 , are consistent with the other axioms 

of set theory if these axioms are consist ent. 

He has gone deeply into the history of logical and scientific 

ideas. Although he has not published much on the subject, he is an 

authority on Leibniz. It was part of Leibniz' program for science to 

work out a s.ymbolic logic of the sort which i s now being developed 

and of which Dr. Godel is a leading protaGonist. 

Dr. Schwinger was born in New York Ci 7.y, February 12, 1918 and 

received his AB and P~D at Columbia University. He has been a 

National Research Fellow at the University of California, instructor 

in physics at Purdue University and has lectured at the University of 

Michigan. He bas been at Harvard since 1945 and Professor of Physics 

since 1947. 

Dr. Godel was born in Brunn, Czechoslovakia, April 28, 1906. He 

received his PhD in 19.30 at the University of Vienna and taught at the 

University of Vienna from 19.3.3 to 19.38, when he came to the United States. 

In this country, he has been connected with the Institute for Advanced 

Study, of which he has been a permanent member since 1946. He has 

taken out his first naturalization papers. 
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Revised press statement (Schwinger) from Strauss 3/2/51 

Professor Schwinger has done outstanding wor k in the field of 
atomic physics . His most recent and, rated by many as his greatest, 
work has given science new understanding of the problem of interaction 
of light and matter and the properties of electrons and light . His 
calculations on the influence of self-energy on the hydrogen fine-structure 
and on the magnetic moment of the electron are generally regarded as a 
major advance in the understanding of quantum electrodynamics . 

He developed new methods for the treatment of electro magnetic 
waves . This formed the basis for much of the practical work with m:kro 
waves and had great civil and military significance . He originated new 
mathematical tools for tr.e analysis of collisions on which scientists 
depend heavily for understanding relations between elementary particles . 

He has contributed importantly to the knowledge of atomic nuclei 
experimental work on nuclear interactions . 

G During World War II, he conducted research at the Metallurgical 
Laboratory at Chicago and at the Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He devised methods of treating wave propagation 
problems which furnished the basis for investigation of a substantial 
part of the University' s theoretical group 

(Gardner told Strauss that you thought the parahydrogen work of importance; 
but in your statement which he received today he could not identify your 
reference . I told him I thought you had just put it in a different way. 
Strauss will be in his office all day to receive a call if you want to 
talk to him . von Neumann is preparing hi s statement about Godel today 
and I told Strauss he s hould have it by tomorrow morning . ) 
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February 28 .. 1951 

Professor Julian Schwinger 

It trill hardly be necessary to remind physiciats or the debt 

that n owe to Julian Sch1ringor, and or the record or high achiovament 

which makos 1 t appropri t that ha be one of the first recipiento or the 

EinstA,in Award. Even in the field of ato:Dic physico, and in the history 

of tho last decade, l'hlere the close~ informal collaboration bctweon 

scientists has oftan made it hard to discern an individual contributi~n, 

we can clearly see the bright beacons lighted by Schw.tnger•s hapd. 

Ho was the first to have insight into tho d eper reasons why 

atomic nucloi are not little round spheres, but generally havo an uymetric 

shape . He was tho first. to point. out what valuable in!cmaUon about 

nuclear interactions could be obtained from experiments in which ooro than 

one nucleus arrocted t:.he scattering of neutrons. He devalopod now and 

imnenaoly po·.ver1ul athoda for the treatoant of electro-magnetic waves, 

which hove formed tho basis for much of the practical work wi. th micro Y&vea, 

of such graat civil and mlitary significance. He has developed powerful, 

nR catha::tatical tools for ·t."'lo analysis of collisions, on which wo dopond 

so heavily for our un:loratanding or the relations betftan elementaey 

particles. But perhaps hio greatest work, aa wall u the most recent, has 

been to rive us a new understanding of that old a'Bi deep problem of the 

interaction of light and I!IB.tter, to snap away the confusions and inhibitions 
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of cora than two decades or ph:'P i cs, ard to give us new and correct in!light . 
into the properties of oloctrons and of licht themselves. 

This is not tho place to spell out the history of quantillll 

Qlaotrodynamics, a history no oaaier to write bocauoe of the folliea that 

haw so long obscured it. In his recent work in this field, Schwing or 

has shown in tho highoat rJeasure throe q..lAli ties charactariotic of hilil 

and characteristic of our sci~ce at iLs best. The first io a steadfast 

preoccupation with tho conooquoncea of a logical, thoor1tical structure 

with rag&rd to a.x.p~rioont&l.ly accessiblo pr~diotiona, of which perhaps . 
the most brilliant axall:iple is the prooict.ion of small anomalies in the 

magnetic properties of the olactron 1 t.solt. The eocond obara.ctcr.i.s+..ic 1& 

a preoccupation with the lotioal neWline or physical theocy, with the 

definition in terms of physical m:pact.onaa of tho concepts tith which the 

t heory deals. U'o have learned how rev,lutionary th& consequences of these 

preoccupations can bo .from tho great .ark ot Einstein himselt. But in t.he 

re!ormulatic!'l of quantum olectrcd)'tlamics, that we owo so largely to Schvdnger, 

these conceptual clari.fioat.ions haw ; layod an integral ~ dooiaivo part. 

The third quality of Sclmingor'o v;ork., which we also rightly honor by an 

Einsta1 n Award, io his extraordinary !oaling for mathematical form, and 

his ability to uaa r:tathematical beauty as a tool in finding tho rf.f&l noaning 

o£ a theory. As a rosult, wo have today., for tho first.-time, an at least 

praliminary underat.anding of the implications resulting froc tho combined 

ao9umpt.ions of tho thoory of relativity and of the quantum theory, and of 

tha a:datenoa of charged particles in nature. 
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It is colliDOn, in praising the work o£ a scientist, to point 

to the good arroata his guidance am exarrple have had on the young 

people with wham ha has worked. What Schwinger has dons for ph)"31cista 

io to romind us ~ain that mathoootical physics can be beautiful, and 

that ita powar can ba enbancod, and its ~th deepened, by a can who 

ia reapeotrul of that. boaut7. 

Romukl by Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer 
Einstein Priao A1rard Luncheon 
l!.aroh lh' 19$1. 

\ 

/ 
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Julinn S~hwinv,cr: Born in Ncw-:,:-orr::, Iu·1 Yor·k , "k'cr.r·.l!ll'Y 1?. J.9 L~.: 
A. B., Col"W1bio. Uni,;crsjty, 1936,PhoD., Colu::1bia Univ•JrAjty, :·93"}., 
~ational Research Icllow, University of California, 190f - 4l . :nJtruct
or in Physics , Purdue University, 1941-"3, .\ssistant Professor, 
Purdue University, 1943- 15 , SUT1!':1or Lecturer , University of Uichigan, 
1941 and 19 ~8 . Associ~te Professor of Physics , Ihrvo.rd Univursity, 
19~5-47, Profvssor of Physics , H~rvard University, 19~7 - - -. 

Schwinger 1 s early r e search, published before he v1as twenty years 
old, was t~inly on tho naenctic scnttoring of nclutrons, nnd on tho 
scattering of neutrons by ortho and pnrahydrogon. h little lQter ho 
i nvostigctod neutron- proton intor'lction in relation to the quadrupole 
mor1<..nt of tho dout-..ron n.nd t ho tensor theory of n11~lonr forces . 
During tho \V~r his r\..soarch ,.,n_s partly at the Motnllurc:;ical Laboratory 
at Chicago , but nainly at th-.~ Ho.ssnchusotts Institute of Technology 
Radiation kl.borntory. T:.cre h e devised in1ortrmt now nothods of 
troa.ting propqgo.tion problons connoctcd with wnvo r,uidos which fur
nished tho basis for tho inv0stig2tion of a. substantial plrt of tho.t 
laboratory ' s theoretical group. Recently he nado calculations of tho 
influence of self-energy on thv hydrogen fino-structure nnd on tho 
na.gnotic uomr...nt of the electron \7hich nrC; general ly regarded a s a 
najor ndvanco in tho undorst~1ding of quuntwd oloctrodyc~ics. 

1. On tho Uugnotic Scattoring of Hcutrons . Phys . Rev . 51 , 5~~ -5521 
1937. 

2. On tho Non·i~diabatic Processes in Inhonogonoous Fields . Fhys.Rov. 
~ .. 6~8-651, 1937. 

3. Tho Scattor~ng of Neutrons by Ortho- and Porahydrogon. ?hys . Rev . 
52, ?86- 295, 1937 • With E. Toller , 

~ . Tho ':Tidths of Nucloar Znorgy Lovols e Phys . Rev . ££1 39 -~6 1 1939 
\'11th J . H. ~~anloy nnd H. H. G oldsni th . 

5. Tho Scattering of Thornc.l Uoutron~ by Deuterons , Phys. Rove 58 1 
26-36 , 1940. 'lith L. Hotz . 

6 . Tho Elcctrona.gnctic Prop\.rties of Mosotrons . Phys . Rev. ~, 953 .. 
968 , 1940. With H.c. Corban. 

7 • The Photo-Disintegration of the Deuteron. Phys. Rev . ,22, 204-2ll,1941. l7ith 
n. Rarita and H. A. Nye. . 
So 01 the Neutron .. Proton Interaction. Phys. Rev. 2,2, 436-452, 1941. \'Tith VT. 
Rarita. 
9. On the Exchange Properties of the Neutron-Proton Interaction. Phys • Rev • .22 
556-564, 1941. Tiith TI . Rarita. 1 

10" On the Interaction of Mesotrons and Nucl ei. Phys. Rev. 60 150•152 1941. 
\:ith J. R. Oppcnheiner. __ , 1 

11. On Tensor Forces and the Theory of Light Nuclei. Phys. Rev. 61 138•146 1942e 
Uith E. Gcrjuoy. --' ' 
12e Nntes On Lectures , "Discontinuities in Have Guides", Radiation Laboratory 
Hassachusetts Institu·!ie of Tec!lnclogy, 1945., ' 
1;~ The Scattering of Sln"IT ~leu .... rons oy O:t·tho- and Paradeuterium. Phys~ Rev. ft1. 
145.:54, 19/.,6~ l1itl. M H'.lne-r:e•.:h. 1 

11.... rhfl Ut;gl'lflt lc ]orne.lts of F3 and !ie.3o~ Phys. Rev. l.Q, 41-43, 1946., Pith 
1:. Gc Sc ~11~ 2 

15.~ . t:-3•,t_::• : :-;ca .... t.,:-:.n~ i • Cr~ho- ar..d ?arr.thydrogen, Phys. Jtev , 1.1:, 678-600,1947. 
I ~·•~ !:! .!··r.a1'"l. . .a"!.~ 

J.(:c C.a i ~ • .t··c · 't '- "~t. ·1:. ~~w~t· "':t·O"'l en P!l.'laafed Circu:!ar Pipe. f\'75~ Rev. _?;!, 
33.:u/..({·., !=14'-~··o '.~~-~i: ~c. ~t.·~Jc_ 
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Publications of Julian Schwinger (continued) Pg., 2 

1?. On the Polarization of Fast neutrons.. Physo Rev. ,7.l, 40?--409, 1948.-
18. A Note on Saturation in MicroDave Spectroscopy. Phys. Rev. Zl, 1020-1026, 1948. 
Tiith R. Ka.rp1us . 
Letters to the Editor of the Phys. Rev. 

1. On the Polarization of Electrons by Double Scattering. Phys. Rev. ~~ 109, 1935. 
Tiith 0, Halpern, 
2. On the ,~•Radioactivity of Neutrons, Phys. Rev, ~~ ?04, 1935. With L. Motz, 
3. On the Spin of the Neutron. Phys. Rev. ~' 12501 1937. 
4, The Neutron-Proton Scattering Cross Section, Phys, Rev • .22,, 106, 1939. With 
v. ' • Cohen and H. H. Goldsmith, 

;, The Resonance Absorption of Slou Neutrons in Indium, Phys . Rev. 22, 107, 1939, 
Uith J. H. Manley and H, H, Goldsmith, 
6. On Pair Emission in t)le Prqton Bombardment of Fluorine, Phys. Rev , .22, 1066, 
1939. l.ith J. R. Oppenheime~, 
?, Neutron•Deuteron Scattering Cross Section, Phys, Rev. 21, 161, 1940• rith 
L. Motz, 
8. Neutron Scattering ~ Ortho-and Parahydrogen and the Range of Nuclear Forces . 
Phys. Rev. 2§, 1004, 1940y 
9• On a Theory of Partio+es ~ith Half-Integral Spin, Phys. Rev. 60, 61, 1941t 
With r.. Rarita, ' ~ · 
10, On Quantum-Electrodynamics and the tmgnetic Moment of the Electron, Phys, Rev, 
:u, 416-41 ; 1948. 
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ON GAUGE INVARIANCE AID VACUUM roT.ART7.A'I'T0N. 

Julian Schwinger. 

These notes are taken from en 
unfinished manuscript of Professor 
Schwincer~ They have not been revi
sed, editnd, or officially approved 
by him~ 
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On Gauge Invariance and Vacuum Polarization. 

Julian Schwinger. 

Quantum electrodynamics is characterized by several fonnal 

invariance properties, notably Lorentz and gauge invarianceo Yet, 

specific calculations by conventional methods m~ yield results that 

violate these requirements, in consequence of the divergences inherent in 

present field theories. Such ~fficulties concerning Lorentz invariance 

have been avoided by employing formulations of the theory that are 

explicitly invariant under coordinate transformations, and by maintaining 

this generality through the course of calculations. The preservation of 

gauge invariance has apparently been considered a more formidable task. 

It should be evident, however, that the two problems are quite analogous, 

and that gauge invariance difficulties naturally disappear when methods 

of solution are adopted that involve only gauge covariant quantitiesn 

We shall illustrate this assertion by applying such a gauge 

invariant method to treat several aspects of the problem of vacuum polari

zation by a prescribed electr omagnetic fielde ThP, calculation of the current 

jf-' associated with the vacuum of a charged particle field involves the 

construction of the Green's function for the particle field in the prescri

bed electromagnetic field. The vacuum current may be exhibited as the 

variation, with respect to the vector potential, of an action integral, 

w1tich effectively adds to that of ~he Maxwell field in describing the 

behaviour of electromagnetic fields in the vacuum. We shall relate these 

problems to the solution of particle equations of motion with a proper 

time parameter. These equations of motion, which involve only electromagnetic 

fie]d strengths, provide the required gauge invariant basis for our discussion. 

They can be solved rigorously in the two situations of constant field strengths. 
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and fields propagated with the speed of light in the form of a plane wave. 

The modi.fied La6ranee function for the plane wave reverts to that of the 

Maxwell field after a renormalization of field strengths, thus expressly 

denying the existence of a 11 liQ1t-qn::~nt11m sP.l £-energy!'· With constant 

(that is, slowly varying) field.s, the same field st...'"'ength 1·enonnalization, 

with its associated charge renor.malization, yielcis a mo~ifieci Lar range 

function differir-..g from that of the Maxwell field. by tems whi~h imply a 

non-linear behavio:1r for the electro:!ll~gnetic field" ThiR rA:=:u:.t a.erees 

with one obtained some t i me ago by other methodR a.Tld a Gnme7•hat, dif!'erent 

viewpointll !tor -vre.sk, ar'ci trati.J.y va.·-ying !.:.fllrlr:, pe::"t'Jrl1at-:.o:1 rr~thods 

can be e.ppJ.i ec to the equatirms of motiono 

The consefl,le'1ces t"l,J::~ obtaj.ned are us~f·u: i :1 corne!'tiox: 

with a. clacs of protle:-. J.n ·11:-.ic:-t gaug?. i nvariance e1:i. 'f: i:~ul :.ie .-; l': .TI/t> lJeP..n 

encot•ntered, t.he rr.nl t:.rle ph0~n disintegration of :J l:s~•~=:L. ~:? ~"'1. Without 

extensive fu:;:-ther calculat.ioi!s, we shall obtain apprcri'l<:tG g..1uge-·invariant 

expressions for the inte··action of a zero-spin neutral l.1~son Y.-5 th two photons, 

where the intermediate ::mclee..r interaction may be s~ -:~ e.r .. o:- the equivalent 

pseud.oscalar and pseudoV~lcto;- c0upling. We s.'lall ~c;:-:: ·~3 sl.:i.y obtain an 

approximate exp:::-esoion f or t he i nteraction of a sp:.'.:! c~·· :-.'3u1iral meson with 

three photons, or an electron positron pair, through th~ interposition of 

a vector nuclear interaction. 

The utility of the proper time technique to be exploited in this 

paper, apart from its value in obtaining rigorous solutions in a f ew special 

cases, lies in its isolation of the divergent aspect~ of a calcula-':ion in an 

integration with respect to the proper time, a parameter that makeR no refe

rence to the coordinate system or the gauge. Indeed, we shall show that the 

customary perturbation procedure of expanding in powers of the potential 

vector does yield gauge invariant results, provided only that the proper time 

integr ation is reserved to the last. The technique of "invariant regularization11 

represents a partial realization of this proper time method, through the use 

of specially weighted integration over the conjugate quantity, the proper mass. 

Finally, in an Appendix we shall employ the Green's function for 

an electron in a constant field to calculate the second order electron self

energy in a weak external field, thereby providing a simple derivation of the 

second order correction to the electron magnetic momento 
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The current voct0r and ~nergy-momentum tensor for a Dirac field 

are given by 
-

jt" (x) = ~ e ['¥ (x),Y~ ~ (x)], 

1 - a 
Tfrl (x) = 4[~(x),Y <r( ~ ax - eA(x))v) 'il(x)] 

1 ' a -+ 4~(- I ax - eA(x))(V\f'(x),Y ~)'\l(x)]. 

The fieJd ea'l[;":i.cns and commutation relations of the Dir~c '*'ield are given by 

eYe.!..~ -eA(x))+m>o/<x>= r ~p 
J. uX 

t;here 

and 

The structure of the current operator, 

which arises from an explicit charge symmetrization, ca~ be related to a 

time symmetrization by introducing chronologically orde7ed operators. Thus, 

with the notation 

and 

we have 

(A(x' )B(x 1 t)) = A(x' )B(x'') 
0 0 + 0 0 

~(xt - x") 
0 0 

= 

= B(x' t )A(x') 
0 0 

+ 1 

- l 

x' > x'' 
0 0 

x 1 < x'' 
0 0 ' 

x' >x'' 0 0 

x' < x 1
' 0 0 J 
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provided one takes the average of the fonns obtained by letting x' and x' 1 

independently approach x from the future and from the past. The quantity 

of actual interest here is the expectation value of jf"4 (x) in the vacuum 

of the Dirac field, 

(ju (x)> = ie tr ~r G(xj x' ')] 
,. x' , x 1 1 ~ x 

where 
-

G(x' ,x• ') = i ( ('f (x') 't' (xl r) \ >t'(:cr- x t 1) 

and tr indicai:e s a diaconal sum with respect to t he sp: ··, ~ nJices. 

Tb.c quantity G(x', x 1 ') satisfies an inhomc·;;-:>neous differential 

equation which is obtained by noting that 

in ,·;hich the right side expresses the discontinuous change in form of G(x' ,x' ' ) 
as x' is altered from x' ' - 0 to x'' + o. Therefore 

0 0 0 

[ t a y <r ax• - eA(x1 )) + m]G(x',x'') = f(x'-x''), 

that is, G(x' ,x' ') is a Green's function for the Dirac field. We need not 

discuss which particular Green's function this is, as shown by the associated 

boundary conditions, since no ambiguity enters if actual pair creation in 

the vacuum does not occur, which we shall expresely ass·..Jme. 

It is useful to regard G(xt ,xr ') as the matrix element of an 

operator G in which rows and columns are labelled by space-time coordinates, 

as well as by the spinor indices 

The definine differential equation for the Green's function is then considered 

to be a matrix element of the operator equation 

<y Tt + m)G = l 

where 

rt=p-eA 
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is characterized by the operator properties 

[xp, nv] = i6rv 

[rr~ , rrv] = ie F~v , 

and 
F = aP"' _ aA,.. _ 
~v ax,.,. ax., 

is the anti ~'lillllet!·ica.l field-st r ength tensor of the ext.o~n,al electromagnetic 

fielc4 

fh th t :!is syn'bolism, it is easy to s~-:·w tr ,.l1t, •:acuum current 

vector 

(jf'(x:) = :i.e tr Yr (x!G \x) 

is obt~ned from an action integral by vari?.tion of AJ~ (:t:' o This is e..ccomplished 

by exhibiting 

b w1 = )< ~1-'(x)>bA/x)d:: = ie Try fAG 

as a total differential, subject to 0 Ap(x) v.:mish;.ng at infini tyo In the 

second expression for ow
1

r bA doootes the operat0r with the matrix elements 

(x•\oAI :r.:") = fcx· -x ~ ')bA(x'), 

a"ld Tr ind:i.cates the complete di.agonel summation, including spinor indices 

and the continuous space-time coord.!.!'lateso Now 

and 

so that 

G = _1 __ 

-yrr + m 

= i /co ds e-i() rr+rn)s 
0 

Thus 'in virtue of the fundamental property of the trace, 

Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), 
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to within an add.i ti ve constant 

W _ . I ds -ims T -iVrrs 
- l. - o r e ' 1 5 

=I 1 (x) dx 1 

where the Lagrange function ~ (x) is given by 

~ (x) = jJ: d: e -ims tr(x I o -i 1 rrs\ x). 

An alternative representation, and the one vre shall actually 

employ for calculations, is obtained by writing 

or 

1 1 G = ( ... 'f rr+m) 2 2 = -2...--__;;__...,.?,.... ( - "'( rr+m) 
m ··("{ rr) m - ('f rr) .. 

00 • ( 2 ( )2' 
G = (- '( TT + m) i I ds e -J. m - -yrr .' 5 

0 

2 2 . 
= il:ds c-i(m - ('(rr) )s (-'(rr+ m). 

In virtue of the vanishing trace of an odd numbe r of'( factors, we have 

ie Tr ~ d A G = - Tr cf('{ rr)y rr 1: ds e -i(m
2 

- (X rr)
2
)s 

=S [Tr! leo ds c-i(m2-('{ rr)2)s] 
2 0 s 

which again involves the fundamental symmetry property of the trace. Thus 

where 

and 

• 00 d . 2 
1 (x) = l. I ~ e -l.ln 5 

1 "2" 0 s ( I -iHs \ ) tr X C X 
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We now see that the construction of G(x' ,x' r), c-nd ~ (x), de

volves upon the evaluation of 

(x' J e-iHs lx" ) = (x'(s)Jx"(O)). 

The latter notation emphasises that e-iHs is to be recarded as the operator 

describing the development of a system governed by the 11 HM.~il toni.an" H in the 

"ti.-e "s, the Jnatrix element of e -iHs being the transformation function from 

a state in which x(s=O) has the value x'' to~ state in which x(s=s) has the 

value x'. Thus we are led to an associated dynamical problem in which the 

space-time coordinates of a "pnrticle" depend upo:1 a pr":lper time parameter, 

in a manner determined by the equations of motion 

~ = - i[xf ,H) = 2rrj'A 

drr~ . [ H) _ [F + F )+ el1"" oF""' 
ds = - ~ rr,_. ' - e t4" rrv rr v f"" 2vAV oxp. 

_ 'Y F . ~ c oF/\V• 
- ae f' v rr II - l.e oxv + 2~11 oxfA 

The transformation function (x 1 (s) j x''(O)) is choracterized by the differential 

equations 

i ~5(x~(s)jx11 (0))= (x! (s~Hjx• : (o)) 

(-i~t- eA~(x 1 ))(x'(s)lx ! r(o))=(x'(s)lrr~(s)\x' 1 (0)), 
Jll 

( i ....£ - eA ( x" ) )( x' ( s) / x" ( 0) ) = ( x' ( s) \ rr ( 0) \x t ' ( 0) ) I ( 1) axr' ,... . f -

~d the boundary condition 

(x' (o)l x" (0)) = 6 (x' - x" ). (2) 
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We shall now illustrate, for the elementary case of F1411 = 0, 

the procedure which will be employed in the following sections for constructing 

the transfonnation function. In this field-free situation the equations of 

motion read 

dxM (s) ( ) 
Ids = ?.rrl"' s , 

whence 

TT/"' (s; = TT~ (0) 

and 

Therefore 

H=rr~ =~ (xM(s)- xJA(0))
2 

I 4s •· I I 

= ~ (x (s)2 - 2x14(s)x"'(O) + x2r (oi)- ~s· , 4/ r , ,. 
Since 

Hnving ordered the coordinate operato~s so t~at x~s) everywhere stands 

to the left of x(O), ••e can immediately evaluate the Jr.atrix element of H 

in t.'-1:: equation of motion 

2i I - -;](x1(s) x1 '(0)), 

the solution of which is 

(3) 
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'!'o detel"!!line C(xt ,x• •) wo note that 

I 1 / xr - x• 1 = (x'(s) ~ (x~(n) - xr(O)) x11 (0)) = ~s f (x'(s) I x' '(0)). 

This with the equat ions (1) implies that 

(-1 ~x 9 - e..\~,.; (x1 ) )C(x' ,xl!) = (i ~ ., . 1 - eA~..~ (x") )C(xr ,x' t) = o, 
~ I ~~ I 

or I 

ie /x
1
(A d.x) 

C (X t , X I I ) = C 0 X' • 

Since the field st r ength t enso= ~v v~~ishes, the line integral is independent 

of the integration path., Final.ly, the con stant C is fixed by the boundary 

condition (2). It is c~.dent that (3) dues have tho character of a delta 

function as s approaches zero, provided we choose C so that 

that is 

- i c-- -- 2 0 

(l~r:) . 

Tho Green1o function i s t hus ob:ained as 

im
?. 

e- s x 

x(- ,-! ("y'(x'-x' ')) + m)ei(x'-x' ')2/4S • 
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If the field strength tensor is constant, the equations of 

motion simplify to 

dx ....,..lol = 2rru crsr ,. 

or in aatrix notation 

dx ds = 2rr, 
c!TT - = 2eFrr. ds 

The symbolic solu~ion of these uquations is immediately obtained, 

) 2eFs rr(s = o rr(O) 

2cFs 
1 x(s) - x(O) = [~ aF - ) rr(O). 

Heooe 

rr(O) - eF (x(s) - x(O)) = - _2eFs 
1 ... -

oFe-cFs 
2 sinh cFs (x(s) - x(O)) 

and 
F :::FD 

n(s) = 2 ~inh cFs(x(s)-x(O)). 

We now calculate 

e " 
H + ~ C1F = rr' r---J 

~FeeFs oFs 
= (x(s)-x(O)) (2siDhcFs )( 2!~~~ cFs )(x(s)-x(O)) 

2 2 
= (x(s) - x(O)) :sinh2 cFD (x(s) - x(O)) 

in ~·.hich we have used the fact that 

-...I 

F= -F, 
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In re~rraneing the order of these operators, the following commutator is 

required, 
2eFs 

(x(s),x(O)] = [x(O) + e eF - 1 rr(O), x(O)] 

2eFs 1 e -
= - 1 eF ' 

that is to say 

F 2sinh F 
[x ~ (s), x V (0)) = -i(ee s eF e s)p.v• 

Thus 

1 2F2 ~2 
H + '2' eo--F = x(s) e 2 x(s) - 2x(s) e 2 x(O) + 

4 sinh eFs 4 sinh eFs 

2 2 
+ x(O) e F 2 x(O) ~ i tr eF coth eFs, 

4 sinh eFs 

where tr again denotes a diagonal summation, although of a quite different 

type of matrix, and we have used the fact that 
• 

tr F = 0. 

We now immediately obtain the differential equation 

1 aas (xt(s)lx''(O)) = [- ~ eO"'F + (x•-x•t)e2 F2 (x'-x'') 
4 sinh2eFs 

- ~ i tr eF coth eFs](x'(s)\x''(O)) 

which has the solution 

(x•(s)jx••(o)) = C(x'~x'') 
a 

1 sinh eFs 
- ~ tr log eFs 

e x 

~ iecr-Fs + ~ i(x'-x' ')eF coth eFs(x'-x' ') 
x e .. (4) 
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'l'o calculate C(x 1 ,x''), wa employ 

(x'(s)/rr(s)jx11 (0)) = (c~ coth eFs + ~)(x'-x11 ) (x 1 ( s) jx 11 (0)) 

end 

( x' ( s) I rr ( 0 )pc • v (G) ) = ( ~ co th eF s - ~) ( x 1 - x • ' ) ( x 1 ( s) I x' • ( 0) ) 

in conjunction with (l) to obtain tho differential equations 

[ . a 
- J. ax• ,.. - eA (x=) -! eF ·,' x'-x' ') ] C(x' x•t ) = 0 

;t · 2 ~v 11 ' 

[ i ~ - eA (xt') - ! eF (x " - x' )V ]C(xi ,x") = 0, ax; s ~ 2 JAV 
I" 

Tho solution of the first equation is 
. , 

C( , 11 ) - C("" ' 1 ) icif ~, dx(A(x)+~F(x'-x~: )) 
X ,:r.: - ·~ 0 )( .:: 

in \'thich the integral is independent of the path of integration since 

l 
At"· (x) + 2 Ffv(x - x' • )11 

has a vanishing curl. However, by restricting the integration path to be 

a straight lino connecting x! illld x' r, we may write simply 

, 
C(x ' ,x• ') = C cic /JI..~' Adx 

(5) 

and, with 6 a constant, obtain a solution of both the equations for C(x ' ,x' '). 
As bef ore, C has the value 

c = - -L, 
(4rr)'" 

since the limiting form of (~t ( s) I :c" (C)) a s s-+0 is independont of the 

external field, The Green's f unctior.. is then obt:Uned in the two equivalent 

forms 
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oo -im2s -v \ \ G(xt,xtt) = i/
0 

ds e [-,(x1 (s) TT(s) x"(O)) 

+ m(x'(s)\ x"(O))] 

OQ • 2 
= i/

0 
ds e -lln s[-(x' (s)l rr(O)\ x" (0) )"i +Ll(x' (s)l x" (0))] 

which will be given explicitly by substitution of (4) and (5). 

The Laerange function ~(x) is ~ow computed as 

1 00 ds im2s \ 
L1 (x) = ~ i/

0 
s e- tr(x'(a) x 11 (0))]x',x"_. x 

2 1 t 1 sinheFs !2 ie a-Fs 
1 00 ds -im s 2 r og eFs = - 2 I -3 e e tr e • 
32TT 0 D 

We m.1.y exhibit this more explicitly as a real quantity by a defozmation of the 

integration path, which is effectively the substitution 
. 2 1 

1 co d - -2 tr log 
( ) I s -:c s 

~x =--2 3e e 
32TT O S 

s ---+ -is. 
sineFs 

Thus 
1 

eFs 2 ecr-Fs 
tr e • 

To evaluate the Dirac matrix trace, we employ the following spin matrix property 

where 
~~ = -1, 

and €f'Y"ll.K deootes +1 or -1 if fA VA 1<. fonns an even or an odd pennutation of 1234, 

and zero otherwise. Then 

where 

F;V = ~ if,w'~KF"-t<.-
is the ~ual field strength t ensor. We encounter the scalar 

Md pseudoscalar 

1 * E•H G=r.F F = 
4 rv fll 
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constructed from the field strengths. Since 

2 
nnd '15 = -1, it follows that ~Q'"F h.:;s the four eigenvalues 

l ' +.f + 
(21T'F) =- V2(1 - iP) 

.:~d t herefore 
l 
~crFs _ 

tr e = 4Ro cosh es V 2(~ +iG), 

where Rc denotes the real part of the following expression. Note incident~ 

that 

construct 

2(=J + iG) = (H + iE) 2• 

We shall require the eigenvalues of the matrix F = (F,.M~) to 

1 tr 1 sin eFs 
- ~ og oFs • 

c 

The evaluation is accomplished wi. th the aid of the easily verifiable relations 

Fl-47\ FAll*=- ~VG" 

~~ FJ\:- F~.\F~v = 2 ~,...,1, 
(6) 

From the ci eenvalue equation 

:md its equivalent 

according to ( 6), wo obtain by iteration 

Then (6) yields the eigonvalue equation 
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which has the solutions! F(l),! F( 2), ~ere 

-----
F(l) = i ~ ~(1 + iQ) + i/1(1- iG) 

F(
2

) = i r ~(1 + iG) - i {~(=J- iG). 

Expressed in tenns of these eigenvalues 

or 

1 t 1 sin cFs 
- -2 r og F 

e c s 

1 sin eFs 
- ~ tr log eFs 

e = 
Im cosh cs(2("?+ iG) 

where Im denotes the imaginary part of the following expression. 

00 2 
I ds e-m s x 

0 ~ 

x{(os)2G Re cosh es 
Irn cosh es ' 

in which we have supplied. the additive constant necessary to make ~vanish 

in tho absence of a field. The first term in the expression of ~ for weak 

fields is 2 ~ 2 . 
~ ~ -1~ /o ~s e-m s 1 • 

On separating this explicitly, and adding the .L.:l;;rangG function of the l.laxwell 

field 

L =-:r, 0 

we obtain the total Lat;ranga function 
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2 2 
L = - [l ~ I~ ds e-m 5 ] -=f 

l2T1'2 0 s 

1 00 ds 
- -2 I -:1 

8T1' 0 s 

2 Re 2 2-'1) 
(es) G 1m - l - j(es) I J • 

The logarithm'ically divergent factor that multiplies the Maxwell Lagrange 

function may be absorbed by a change of scale for all fields, and a correspond-

ing scale change, or renormalization, of charge. If we identify the quanti-

ties thus far employed by a zero subscript, and introduce new units of field 

strength and charge, according to 

(1 + Ce 
2 

)( 1 + iG ) = 1 + iG, 
0 0 0 

we obtain the finite, fBS.uge invariant result 

1 00 d L=-7-~ I -3 OT1'"" 0 S 

e-m
2

s [(es)2G Re cosh ea ~2{7 + iG) 

Im cosh es ~2( =r + iG) 

- 1 - ~ ( es) 21 ] 
3 

(7) 

= E
2 -H2 2 2 :\1 3 l ( 2 _ _2 2 2) 
2 + -3- (me ) mc2 l (E - H-) + 7(E• H) ) + • • • 

In the lutter expression the conventional rational units have been reinstated, 

and c( stands .for the fine structure constant (e2 /4rriic). 
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We shall now discuss. the apprmdmate evaluation of 

«< 2 w = ; ..~ r ~ e -im s Tr e -iHs 
1 ~~0 5 I 

2 1 
H = (p- eA) - ~ ecrF, 

by an expansion in At-\ and F"'" • For this purpose we write 

H = H
0 

+ ~ 

where 

and 

2 
H = p 

0 

1 2 2 
~ = -e (pA + Ap) - 2 e o-F + e A • 

To obtain the expansion of Tr e -is(Ho+Hl) in powers of H
1

, we introduce 

U(s) = e-is(BQ+Hl)
1 

which obeys the differential equation 

i~6 U(s) = (H
0 

+ Hl)U(s). 

The related operator 

V(s) = eisHo U(s) 

is c!e tennined by 

iaas V(s) = eisHo ~ e-isHo V(s) 

and 

V(o) = l. 

V(s) thus satisfies the integral equation 

• fU_ ' fU_ 
V(s) = 1- ~ e18 ·~ ~e-18 ·~ V(s')ds' 
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which is solved by iteration 

~ ,s isiH V(s) = l- lJ_ dsle o 
0 

2 ' I ifo ' I U_ t ' I t ifo ' t I U +(-i) ~ dslel.s H..e-1.s uo ~ ds"el.s H
1

e-1.s .. 0 + ••• 
0 -~ 0 • 

On introducin.:; new variables of integratio~. ~' u2, • • • according to 

s' = s~, s'' = s•u2, ••• 

we obtain the expansion 

-is(I·Io + H1) _ -isHo +( . )/' d -is(l-ul)HoH_ -isu1Ho e - e -l.s 
0 
~ e _""1 e 

+ • • • • 

the n' th term being 

Instead of directly taking the trace of this expression, which would require 

further simplification, we remark that 

and insert the expansion for e -is(flo+ A.Hl). Thus 
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1 ( . )n r' n-2 I ee+- -15 J. ~ d~ •• I du l X n o .L. .L. o n-

We shall be content with the first non-vanishing field dependent 

term in the expansion 

W Ql 1 . 1oo ds -im
2

s ~ . Tr( 2A2 -isp
2
) 

1 - ~ 1 0 sa l -l.S .e e 

1 2 . (1-v) 2 . (l+v) 2) 
+ 2(-is) .{J. f! Tr(e(pA+Ap)e-l.s ~ P e(pA+J\p)e-15 r- P 

For convenience the variable u has been replaced by (~). The evaluation of 

these terms is naturally performed in a momentum representation. The matrix 

elements of the coordinate-dependent field quantities depend only on momentum 

differences, 

and 

I 2 1 1 2 1 
(p A p) = "{2rr)4 I A,.. (x)dx = ( (2n)4 ) / AI"' ( -k)A~(k)dk. 

Therefore 

~ 2. 2 00 d im2 { . 2 
W - l.e 1

0 5
s e- s -is I dp e -l.sp I dkA( -k)A(lc) 

l -(2n)4 

. cl-v)(n+!k)2 . (1+v)( 1 k)2 l 2 I d -l.S 2 4- ~ -l.S 2 p- 2 
+ 2(-is) .[1 2 

v ldp ld.k[2pA(-k)e 2pl\.(k)e 

. (1-v) l 2 . 1+v _ 1,~ 2 
l 1 -l.s 2 (p+2k) 1 -J.s( 2) (~) } 

+ 4 tr '2'<rF(-k)e '2'~rF(k)e ] • 
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We encounter the elementary integrals 

2 
-isp 

I dp e 

2 l 2 
-is(p +ft k )+ ispkv 

ldp e 

and 

2 1 2 
-is(p + '4 k )+iepkv 

ldppf'i p v e 

2 
_TY 
- -2 I 
is 

It is useful to replace the ~}AV of the last integral by an expression equivalent 

to it in virtue of the integration with respect to v. Now 

I
' dv -isff k2(1-v2) - . 1 2 dv 2 -i~k2(l-v2) 

-l 2 e - 1 - ~s ~ k I 2 v e 

so that effectively 

On insertine the values of the various p integrals and noting that 

r 2 1 
(k k - o ,,k ).tl (-k)A 11(k)= - -2 Frv(-k)F (k) 
~ v /.A... }4 ,.. f'Jol/ 

we immediately find the gauge invariant fonn 
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('\) 2 1 
W = - ~ ldk ~ F"" (-k)F AA.,(k)x 

l ( 4rr) 2 
&. I I " 

2 1 2 2 

X I
' dv 2 CQ ds -s(m +4 k (1-v )) 
~ (1-v )I - e • 

-1 ' 0 s 

This has been achieved without any special device, other than reserving to 

the last the proper time integration~ 

A significant s eparation of terms is produced by an integration 

by parts with respect to v, according to 

2 1 2 2 
r dv 2 ~ d -(m ~ k (1-v ))s 

1
1 

-,-(1-v ) I ~ e 
- c. 0 s 

2 1 2 2 . 
2 .<'0 d 2 1 2 , 2 1 4 oo -(ra +r.k (1-v ) ) s 

s -m s k 1. ( )I ~.+ = 3 j o s e - 2 o dv v - 3 v o ds e ,. 

Addine the action integral o.f the Maxwell field, which is given in momentum 

space by 

1 
W =- I &. r Fuv (-k)F (!-c), 

0 l~ ,. • }A'! 

we obtain the modi fied action tntegral ir. ~,e form 

2 Co 2 
W = - [1 +-.!_. I as e -m s ] ldk ~ (- !f 'F (k) 

12Tf 2 0 S r; fAV I fll 

e
2 

r 1 ( , ( ) 2 It +- 2 .tdk 4 F 11 -kJF 
11

. k k 
( 4rr) fA I" o 

') 1 2 
d 

v- (1- -..rV ) v ) 
" 2 2 ° m--.,.~ }: (2..-v ) 

4 

The field strength and charge renormalizations conta:.ned in (7) then produce 

the finite, gauge invariant result, 

2 

\ 
c<.. k r 

x 1- r.= 2 1 dv 
~~rr m o 

2 1 2 1 v ( 1:· ;-'3~ • 
.. . ( 2· 1 + -~ 1-v ) 
41:1.-

(8) 
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The restriction which we have thus far imposed1 that no actual 
2 

pair creation occurs, corresponds to the assUmption that 1 + ~2 (l - v
2) 

never va!1ishes. This will be true if - k~ < 4m2
, for all k }'4 contained 

in the Fourier representation of the field. InGeed, it is evident from 

energy and momentum considerations that to produce a pair by the absorbtion 

of a single particle, the momentum vector of the latter must be time-like and 

have a magnitude exceeding 2m. We l:ow simply remark that to extend our re-

sul ts to pair-producing fields, it is merely necessary to add an infinitesimal 

negative imaginary constant to the denominator of (8) unc! understand the posi-

tive imaginary contribution toW thus obtained with the statement that 

eiw F = e -2Inm 

represents the probabilit.Y that no actual pair creation occurs during the 

history of the field. 

The infinitesimal imacinary constant, as employed in 

Lira 1 
i = P(!) + rri f (x) 

E-++0 X- ~ X 

represents a familiar device for dealing with real processes. We obtain from 

(8) that 

(9) 

In the weak fields that are being considered, this is just the probability that 

a pair is created by the field. It should be noticed incidentally that 

1 l \ \2 1\ 12 - 4 Frv(-k)F~v(k) = ~ E(k) - ~ H(k) 
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~s actually positive for a pair-generating field. This follows, for example, 

from the vanishing of the magnetic field in the special coordinate s.ystem 

where k}4 has only a temporal component. An alternative version of (9) 

is obtained by replacing the field 'With the current required to generate this 

field, according to the Maxwell equations 

Now 

ik}4 Ffi V (k) = -J~.,~ (k), 

k )A F Vl\(k) + k v F7\f(k) + ~} v (k) = o. 

k~ F/"v(-k)F}"v(k) = 2kl\ F,..f'(k)k~Fvr (-k) 

= 2J,..(k)J,M(-k) 

so that 

2IwW = !i.2 / c!k JtA(-k)Ju(k) X 
8m -~>4m2 r 

2 2 l 2 . 
x(~)(l -(~))~ i(2 + (~)). 

-k -k -k 

We oust now consider the connection, within the frame work of this 

special problem, between the proper time method and that of "invariant re~ari-

za tion" devised b".f Pauli and Villars. The vacu\1':1 polarization addition to the 

action integral has the general structure 

2 w1 = /dkAt" (-k)Kr/k1 m )A"(k). 

The proper time technique yields the coefficient K
14

,(k,m2) in the form 

2 1~ -im
2

s 
K1" 11 (k,m) = 

0 
dB e Kl".,(k,s) 

where Kf-_.(k,s) is a finite gauge i .nvariant quantity. Infinities appear only 

in the final stage of integrating s to the origin. In effect, this method sub-

stitutes a lower limits in the proper time integration, and r eserves the limit 
0 

s ---+ 0 to the end of the calculation. If, on the contrary, the proper time 
0 
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technique is not explicitly introduced, Kf'V(k,m2) will be represented by 

divergent integrals, leading in general to non-gauge-invariant results. 

The reGulator technique avoids this difficulty by introducing a suitably 

weighted integration with respect to the square of the proper mass, thus 

substituting for ~ 
11 
(k,m2

) the quantity 

2 Q() 

I(Jo\"(k1m )R = (~ dk p (k)1(~11 (lc,k). 

The "regulator" f(k) must, in an appropriate limit1 reduce to 0 (k-m2
), and 

will produce gauge invariant results in this problem if the integral conditions 

00 
.[flO k f(k)dk = 0 

are satisfied. Expressed in terms of the Fourier transformed quantities 

R(s) = .(: fCk)e -iks dk 

l co iks ( ) 
Kf"V(k,s) = ~ ~ dk o KJAV k,k , 

wo have 

2 CIQ 

KJAik,1:1 )R = -Z~ R(a) Kt'4 11(k,s)ds 

while the conditions on r (lc) t.ppcar as 

R(O) = R'(O) = 01 

. 2 
R(s)~o-JJ:ls. 

(lO) 

Now observe that the proper time method yields Kl"/k,m2) in the 

form (lO), m. th Kt"
11

(1c, s) = 01 s < 0 and 

2 
R(s) = e-im 8 

=0 S <: B 
0 

This R(s) And all its derivatives vanish at the origin, thus satisfying the 

regulator condi tiona as s ~ o. It appears, then, that regularization is a 
0 

procedure for inserting, into a calculation that does not employ it, enough 

of the structure provided by the proper time r epr esentation to ensure gauge in

variant results. 
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The Lagrange function for a zero spin neutral meson fielrl in scalar 

interaction with the proton-antiproton field is given by 

1 a~ 2 2 tb2 tt-t 1 -
L = - ,r (ax) + ~ I ]+~r2['f', ~ ]. 

~ 
To find an approximate expression for the resulting coupling between the 

neutral mesons and the electromagnetic field we replace ~[o/, '\-'] by its 

vacuum expectation value calculated in the presence of a lmown electromagnetic 

field. In using the latter to represent the photons emitted in the spontaneous 

neutral meson decay, we are introducing an approximation whid1 neglects tenns 

in the square of the meson-nucleon mass ratio, ()A /K). Now 

l -1 < [t(x) ,'¥(x)] > = 1 tr G(x,x) 

"r ()() -ilf s ( 1 -iHs j ) = - av ds e tr x e x 
0 

=- ~ ~(x) 

r-ecording to the formulae of page ( 6 ). Keepinc only the first tenn in the 

power series expansion of s_ we find 

1 - 2 oo ds e_..; s ~ ,(r'f-'(x),'+'(x)J>~ -:tM/ 
0 

-, 

=-~ ~?· 
Th~reforc the effective coupling term between neutral meson and electromagnetic 

field is 

which describes the decay of the meson into two photons with parallel polariz.a-

tiona at the rate 
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A ps0udoscalar interaction between the spin-zero neutral meson 

field and the proton field is described by the tenn 

1 -
in the Lar,ranee function. For our purpose, 2' < [ '\' ,\5'+']) is to be replaced by 

Insertinc the transformation function (4) and replacing s by -isJ this becomes 

1 -~ ( [ YJ(x), Y' 5l\'(x) ]) 

. co 2 - 1 tr lo sin eFs k,..... Fs 
_ U I ds -M s ~ g eFs ~ v 
- - - 2 """2' e e tr(15e ). 

16rr 0 s 

The ci~;cnvalues of crF, related to"'< 5 by 

c~a-F) 2 = 2(? + Y5o> 

giv0 1 '2 c o-Fs 
tr(Y5c ) =- 4 I m cosh es ~2(~ + iG), 

while it was proved before that 

1 sin eFs 
- -2 tr loe eFs e 

Therefore without aQy further approximation 

o( 1 • =-- E H, 
TT M 

(1 t) 

Therefore the effective coupling term between pseudoscalar neutral mesons and 

the electromagnetic field is 
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jcp(~r~ <x>,Y5 ~<x>J>=~ ~q> E·H, 

which describes the dec~ of the meson into two photons perpendicularly polari-

zed at the rate 

The :'>souc!ovoctor coupline tenn 

(12) 

is fo~al~ equivalent to the peeudoscalar interaction for the problem under 

discussion, in the approximation to which it is being treated. T!1is is de-

monstrated qy an integration by parts, combined with the use of the Dirac 

equation. Yet it has been found difficult to verify this equivalence in the 

actual results of calculations. However, this apparent ambiguity is not an 

indication of a fundamental defect in tho theory. We shall deoone¥-te that 

it is caused ey insufficient attention to the limiting process implicit in 

the fonn.aliem.. On introducing the vacuum expectation value of the proton f ield, 

( 12) tccome s 
~ a<P(x) "\1 -v 

--ag ax,.. tr 'S lf G(x,x) 

_ 9 at-\>cx) -v 'V ( )l Lr"' -Ufa - iHsl ) . 
- 'm ax f" tr 1 $ 1 r X I' M- '{ Tr ~ 0 ds e x • 

The inteeration by parts replaces (12) with 
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A formal verification of the equivalence theorem is now obtained on integrating 

by parts with respect to s. This gives for (12) 

t'b 
00 -ru

2 
s -v I -iHsl -9T(x)M /

0 
ds e tr 1 5cx e x) 

+ i ~<f>(x)[o-u?s tr'1
5

(x)\o-iHslx)): :: ~ (13) 

The integrated tenn vanishes for s---+ooin virtue of the convergence factor 

implicit in the integral representation, and vanishes for s = 0 since tr'Y~· 

This cxhi bits the identity of the pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector couplings. 

However, we could also evaluate (12) by writine it as 

und use the already calculated value 

2 
tr15(x le- 1Ha~) =- i ~2 G. (14) 

This is independent of a and therefore yields zero for (12). Tho same r esult 

would be obtained from (13) since (14) does not vanish as s-+011 

It is tho second method that is at fault, of course. Tho error 

lies in overlooking the fact that the divergent matrix element (xle-iHs\x) is 

actually the limit of (x' \ c -iHs\x• ') r. s x' ,"nd x' I approach x. .\s long as 

(x1 - x•t)
2 

is finite, thouch arbitrarily small, (14) will be dependent on s 

and so the basis of the second, null, result is invalidated. On referring to 

(3) we sec that 2 
iH \ 2 i(x'-xl I) 

tr "'Y 5cx• I c 5 x' ') = - i f2' G e 4s 
4rr 

• 

The additional factor 'is effectively field-independent since, with (x'-x' I) 
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arbitrarily small, only its fonn for correspondingly small s is of significance. 

We now evaluate (12) us 

2 
~2 ~ <f<x) a 
411 

2 

Lim 
x',x''~ x 

oo (x'-x' ') a i I ds ~ o 4S 
0 o5 

(x'-x' ') 2 

i 4s 

2 

= e ; (x)G Lim [l _ Lil:l 
:-r4 S-+0 

e ). 
4111! x' ,x' '~ x 

With tho limits taken in this order the result is just 

2 
~ ~(x)G 
4111l 

D.S {;iven by the pseudo-scalar coupling. Rcvcrsine the order of the limits 

would give the spurious r e sult zero. 
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